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Justin looked at Lucas with disappointment. He said, “I’ve already made
a plan for you and Jessica. I’m going to New York in a few days.
“I will meet with Jessica’s parents and apologize to them. Also, I will
discuss the remarriage plan with them, too.
“We didn’t know that Jessica was Morgan’s daughter, so we never paid
attention to the formalities. This time, we have to be polite!
“And you. You should propose to Jessica as soon as possible. If she
refuses, you may try using a little trick. I’ve got a perfect excuse for you.
Tell you I’m dying and your wedding is on top of my bucket list. You
can say it’s just a wedding, only to fulfill my last wish.”
Lucas’ eyes turned cold as he learned about Justin’s idea. “Grandpa, I
don’t want to remarry Jessica.”
With that, Justin slapped Lucas in the face. “Do you think you have a say
in this? Ever since you di vorced Jessica, people never stopped judging
the Thomas family.
“The Davison family never gets along with us. If Jessica marries Terry,
their families will combine and suppress us. We will never be able to

hold our heads high then. Do you want to see that happen?”
That was Justin’s only end. For the benefit of the Thomas family.
Marriage for love?
That was a joke to Justin.
Lucas pursed his lips. “Jessica doesn’t want to remarry me.”
“How do you know that she doesn’t want to? Did you tell Jessica that

you’d fallen in love with her?”
Justin’s face darkened. He didn’t expect Lucas to be that tactless.
But anyway, given where the Thomas family was, Justin would never let
Lucas step back.
Justin collected his emotions and softened his tone. “Lucas, I was too



agitated. But think about what | said. I made a good point. Jessica likes
you. I can assure you that you will never meet another woman who loves
you as much as she does. She’s wealthy, pretty, and competent. Also,
she has a good personality. She’s like, one in a million, in Los Angeles.
“I know you are reserved and proud. But you have to man up. A man

confesses when he meets his woman. If you don’t tell Jessica, how can

she know about your true thoughts?
“Besides, right after you and Jessica divorced, Terry started chasing
Jessica with great fanfare. Do you think he likes Jessica as much as he
claims to? Aren’t you afraid that Jessica might be fooled? Some times,
women just love sweet nothings. Even if Jessica’s heart is with you, she
will eventually fall for that gallant.”
Lucas still remained silent. Justin knew how rebellious Lucas was. He
always had his own thoughts.
Thus, Justin stopped there. With a sigh, he said, “Well, it’s late now,
You may leave now. Try to sleep on what I said.”
With that, Lucas raised his head and tossed a glance at Justin. He
responded with a blank face and then left.
Seeing Lucas off, Justin couldn’t help but slam his hand on the bed and

curse.
He thought Lucas was just too ignorant. Remarriage was not a childhood
game anymore!
Lucas closed the door to Justin’s study and walked down the stairs.
When Lucas left, a small figure in a dress walked out of the shadow, right
beside Justin’s study.
She sneaked to the other end of the corridor and went into her own
bedroom.
That was Olivia
Lucas had found out what she did, and after having an intense fight with
Justin, Lucas just left the house.
And he hadn’t come home or mentioned how to punish Olivia in the past
few days.



Justin did not bring that up, either. They acted as if nothing had happened.
But Olivia still felt nervous. She was scared by Lucas’ furious face.
So when she heard that Lucas was coming home, she sneaked to Justin’s
study, eavesdropping on their conversation.
Olivia planned to ask Rebecca for help if their conversation was about
punishing Olivia
But what Lucas and Justin talked about surprised Olivia
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At night, the Thomas villa was very quiet. Lucas returned to his car and
lowered his head to light a cigarette.
He thought of Jessica and Terry in the photos he had just seen. He didn’t
know what they were talking about. Jessica was smiling, and Terry was
right beside her. He lowered his head slightly. They didn’t get too close,
but still, Lucas felt a throb in his heart.
His heart was aching.
Suddenly, a car drove into the parking lot. The remote light was cast over.
Lucas narrowed his eyes and came back to his senses. He snuffed out his
cigarette and started the car.
The car slowly drove out of the villa area. Half an hour later, Lucas’
black car stopped outside Jessica’s apartment.
Lucas was about to get out of the car when a familiar car drove over. The
person sitting on the other side of the half-open window was Terry.
Lucas froze for a moment and his face darkened.
Ever since Jessica and Lucas had been snapped in the hotel room, people
never stopped gossiping about it.
On one hand, Jessica asked Eden to help stop the gossip from hyping up.
On the other hand, she kept following the investigation of Grace and Bob.
She had been very busy.



Then came the day when Jessica was about to meet Grace. But before
that, Jessica decided to have a few words with Judy first.
Since it was personal, Jessica didn’t want to solve it at the company.
Wendy had been working for Jessica for quite some time, so she
understood what Jessica meant the other day
Thus, Wendy had Judy “invited to a hotel room. That was a tooth for a
tooth.
At noon, Jessica slowly finished the last piece of steak in the dining room.
She picked up a wet towel to wipe her hands and took a tissue to sip the
grease on her lips. Only after doing all that did she leave.
Ten minutes later, Jessica’s car stopped outside the hotel.
Jessica left her key to a valet and then entered the hotel in her high heels.
Wendy had already been waiting for Jessica. She walked over when she
saw Jessica come out of the elevator, “Miss Hall, Judy is already in the
room.”
Jessica smiled and said, “Thanks.”
“At your service, Miss Hall.”
Wendy said as she took out the room card and swiped open the door.
Jessica walked in and saw Judy lying on the bed, still unconscious.
Jessica looked around and placed her purse on the sofa quietly. She then
cleared a fruit bowl on the table and went into the bathroom with the
bowl.
Wendy was confused at first. But she understood what Jessica was doing
when Jessica came out with
a bowl full of water.
As expected, the next second, Jessica splashed the water on Judy’s face.
Judy was forced to take some sleeping pills when she was “invited” over.
Judy had been asleep for three hours. The cold water made her wake up
with a start. She cried as she touched her face. When she realized the

liquid was just water, Judy couldn’t help but curse. “Who the hell…”

“Hello, Judy. My name is Jessica.”
Judy froze at Jessica’s name.
Regardless of the cold water all over her body, she hurried to sit up on



the bed. The water in her hair ran down her face.
Judy raised her hand and wiped it. She looked at Jessica and couldn’t
help but feel guilty. “I don’t seem to know you.”
Judy said that with her head bent, trying to avoid eye contact with Jessica.
“Is that so?”
Jessica smiled and showed Judy the evidence that Wendy had got. “Judy,
look at me again. Are you sure you don’t know me?”
Judy’s face turned pale when she saw the transaction records in front of
Jessica. She knew Jessica had found out what she did. “Miss Hall, what
are you doing to me?”
Jessica chuckled at Judy’s question.
Jessica said, “Shouldn’t I be the one asking you the question? We never

have any old scores. Why did you trick me into that trap?”
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